Discovery of the true peroxy intermediate in the catalytic cycle of terminal oxidases by real-time measurement.
The sequence of the catalytic intermediates in the reaction of cytochrome bd terminal oxidases from Escherichia coli and Azotobacter vinelandii with oxygen was monitored in real time by absorption spectroscopy and electrometry. The initial binding of O(2) to the fully reduced enzyme is followed by the fast (5 micros) conversion of the oxy complex to a novel, previously unresolved intermediate. In this transition, low spin heme b(558) remains reduced while high spin heme b(595) is oxidized with formation of a new heme d-oxygen species with an absorption maximum at 635 nm. Reduction of O(2) by two electrons is sufficient to produce (hydro)peroxide bound to ferric heme d. In this case, the O-O bond is left intact and the newly detected intermediate must be a peroxy complex of heme d (Fe (3+)(d)-O-O-(H)) corresponding to compound 0 in peroxidases. The alternative scenario where the O-O bond is broken as in the P(M) intermediate of heme-copper oxidases and compound I of peroxidases is not very likely, because it would require oxidation of a nearby amino acid residue or the porphyrin ring that is energetically unfavorable in the presence of the reduced heme b(558) in the proximity of the catalytic center. The formation of the peroxy intermediate is not coupled to membrane potential generation, indicating that hemes d and b(595) are located at the same depth of the membrane dielectric. The lifetime of the new intermediate is 47 micros; it decays into oxoferryl species due to oxidation of low spin heme b(558) that is linked to significant charge translocation across the membrane.